GET READY FOR 4th GRADE!
These are skills from your grade level this school year to practice this summer.
BRCVPA Students are expected to have these skills on the first day of school next year.





















MATH
Solve multiplication problems within 100
fluently
Solve 1-digit divisor problems within 100
fluently
Solve for missing add-ends (35+?= 70)
Apply Commutative, Associative,
Distributive properties
Solve 2-Step word problems using four
operations
Round to the nearest ten or hundred
Identify numerator and denominator
Represent fractions on a number line
Create simple equivalent fractions
Tell time to the nearest minute and
calculate elapsed time
Create and read bar, line and pie
graphs
Measure using standard units to the
quarter or half
Find the area or perimeter of a shape

Science
Recognize force has both strength and
direction
Identify and explain cause/effect
relationships
Recognize patterns of change as
predictors
Recognize electric and magnetic
forces
Understand extinction and importance
of fossils
(continued on next page...)

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
 Create, comprehend and compare
different genres
 Retell stories using key details
 Describe characters using traits and
motivations
 Identify parts of literature (chapter,
scene, stanza)
 Recognize mood and theme
 Use text features and search tools to
find information
 Revise and edit writing
 Recognize and use adverbs and
conjunctions
 Use commas and quotation marks
 Distinguish between literal and
figurative
 Use a dictionary and thesaurus
 Write a 3-paragraph essay







Social Studies
Create timelines of Louisiana historical
events
Compare state vs. national figures,
symbols and landmarks
Understand explorers and early
leaders’ impact on state
Recognize and use different map types
Use cardinal and intermediate
directions
(continued on next page...)











Science
Recognize changes that impact
environment (temperature, climate,
weather)
Identify plant and animal life cycle
similarities and differences
Recognize change in habitat impacts
resident organisms
Recognize inherited traits
Recognize environmental adaptations
Identify weather patterns
Recognize climate as regional
Recognize environmental hazards

SOCIAL STUDIES
 Distinguish between rules vs. laws
 Understand qualities of good
leadership
 Distinguish between income vs. savings
 Understand the relationship between
supply and demand
 Distinguish imports vs. exports

Citizenship
Physical Education
 Accurately overhand throw

 Manage mood

 Practice agility, power, coordination,
balance, speed, reaction time

 Contribute to class and school
communities

 Practice accurate kicking, throwing,
tossing, striking, dribbling, catching

 Manage time and projects

 Practice offensive and defensive
strategies
 Adadpt movement to demands of the
task
 Jump a short riope using complex foot
and rope skills

 Practice compromise

 Practice problem solving and conflict
resolution
 Identify and meet school and home
expecations
 Build and maintain successful
relationships with peers
 Identify healthy/safe choices
 Manage and resolve challenges
independently with assistance upon
request

GET READY FOR 4th GRADE!
Remember to join the Summer Reading Program at
your local library! Bring your certificate in by
August 30th for a free dress pass on September 6th!

DON’T FORGET TO HAVE FUN THIS SUMMER!
 GET OUTSIDE AND PLAY!
 SWIM, RUN, BIKE, JUMP, SPIN!
 PAINT, DRAW, SCULPT, ACT, DANCE, SING!



CREATE, PROBLEM-SOLVE, DAYDREAM!

SEND BRCVPA PICTURES OF YOUR SUMMER FUN SO WE
CAN CELEBRATE IT ON THE BLOG!

